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Teams

A

S A FAMILY we very much enjoy our sport.

From team games to individual
participation it has always been a feature of family life. The countless hours
spent ferrying children to various venues, standing on the touchline or sitting
poolside are too many to think about. We are even known to stand in front of
the television set shrieking and cheering on the likes of Sir Mo Farah as he
attempts yet another mind blowing record breaking run as part of team GB. Of
course many athletes spend hours preparing for an event, training as a solitary figure,
pounding the streets or swimming endless lengths of a pool in the early hours of the day
but although their motivation and determination is individual they are part of a much bigger
team from their local club to national team.
Throughout our lives we are all members of various teams from our school days and
through perhaps to our professional working environment. But of course one of the most
important teams to be a member of and to support is that of ‘Team C’. We all have a role
to play in this particular team.
We are all called to be disciples, to follow Jesus and live the Christian life to be a member
of ‘Team C’ and by doing so we will gain entry into the Kingdom. St Paul in his letter to the
Romans talks of gifts that should characterise every Christian, ‘let love be genuine, hating
evil, holding fast to the good’.
The message contained here is one of living the life God wants for us. Following the
Commandments. Loving our neighbours. Sharing our resources. Forgiving one another
when mistakes are made. Living the Christian life. Understanding that even as members of
‘Team C’ there will be good days and bad days.
At the heart of ‘Team C’ is a very special relationship. God shows himself to his people at
different times and in different ways. Sometimes God is the stern judge who arbitrates; at
other times he is the one who understands our suffering because he has suffered; or he is
the strength and power when we are at our weakest.
St Luke describes how Jesus talks of the difficult times ahead for those who follow him.
Our lives as Christians, as a members of ‘Team C’ are journeys of faith, as we gradually get
to know God. As with every journey though there are good times and bad times.
So, where is God in our journey? Is he closest to us when we are young and innocent like
a baby, or older and supposedly wiser as a pensioner? Is he furthest away when we’re a
teenager, or a parent?
God has been with us throughout our lives. He has been there at the good times and at
the bad times. Sometimes we have not been aware of his presence - perhaps our faith has
not been strong at such times. At other times when our faith has been strong, we have
been aware of his presence in our lives. What we have to remember though as a member
of ‘Team C’ is that God is with us at all times, and that God is walking every step of the
way on our journey, quite a sobering thought.
Linda Biggs
Reader
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A team is two or more people coming together with a common purpose. It may be like a
football team whose members together aim to win the game, or it may be with people
trying to secure the most of limited resources to achieve their part in the team’s mission.
To be successful a team needs people with a wide variety of skills and abilities. There are
nine roles identified in Belbin’s Team Roles. The Plant comes up with ideas of what to aim
for, some easy and some whacky which many at first think can never be achieved but turn
out easy. The Resource Investigator finds out how other teams have achieved it. The
Co-ordinator can see the big picture and happily delegates the tasks to the right people.
The Shaper has the drive to see the job through. The Monitor Evaluator can see if the job is
progressing correctly or not. The Teamworker is happy to get on unquestioningly with an
assigned task. The Implementer takes colleagues’ suggestions and turns them into positive
action. The Completer Finisher makes sure everything is ‘just right’ and sets high standards.
The Specialist has the deep technical knowledge or is keen to find out. Very few of us have
all those skills, that’s why we need teams. I wonder where you fit into your teams. Can
you work out where I am best?
The cover picture shows two teams each with different intent. In the red shirts are the
players from the now defunct North Cheltenham Churches football team. In blue are the
Cambray team players. The game from 12 February 2011 ended Cambray 6 – 3 NCC.
Scattered through this magazine are articles about teams. As I write these notes I have yet
to read them all. As always I am sure they will all be very different and, like a good team,
come together to make an interesting magazine for all to read.
Now I wonder if this could be the start of something big? This month a letter has been
received from a parishioner. This is the first since our February 2000 issue! If you would
like to reply or raise an issue about parish life please write to the usual address which
appears on the inside back cover.
Brian Wood

Letter to the Editor
Incense
From Mrs Carolyn Crompton
Should we continue to burn incense in our church? It is definitely an irritant for all
parishioners with breathing problems and it is more than likely carcinogenic.
As an asthmatic I would be delighted if its use was discontinued and I’d be very interested in
hearing other peoples’ opinions on this subject.
Carolyn Crompton
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A team that achieved great things
Here’s a leader ready to start his great undertaking. A lot’s going to depend on this group.
Here’s a charismatic leader choosing with an eye to the future. He’s choosing people who
will carry on his work when he’s no longer with them.
Looking at these twelve men Jesus chose for his great work it looks as though Jesus was a
pretty good judge of character. Here are men whom he could make a winning team.
Yet what a mixed bunch they were!
Here’s an imaginary report from imaginary management consultants:
To: Jesus, son of Joseph, Carpenter's Shop, Nazareth.
From: Jordan Management Consultants, Jerusalem.
It is our opinion that the twelve men you have picked to manage your new
organisation lack the background, educational and vocational aptitude for
the type of enterprise you are undertaking. They do not have the team
concept.
Simon Peter is emotionally unstable and given to fits of temper.
Andrew has no perceptible qualities of leadership.
The two brothers James and John place personal interest above company
loyalty.
Thomas demonstrates a questioning attitude that would tend to undermine
morale.
We feel it is our duty to tell you that Matthew has been blacklisted by the
Greater Jerusalem Better Business Bureau.
James, the son of Alphaeus, and Thaddaeus have racial leanings and both
registered high on the manic-depressive scale.
One of the candidates, however, shows great potential. He is a man of
ability and resourcefulness, has a keen business mind and contacts in high
places. He is highly motivated and ambitious. We recommend Judas
Iscariot as your controller and right-hand man.
We wish you every success in your new venture…..
Not for the first time management consultants have got it wrong.
Let’s think for a moment about the twelve as a team. There are two facts about the twelve
that stand out:
First, they were very ordinary people. They weren’t rich.
background and they had no high social position.

They had no academic

Jesus chose ordinary common people. He chose individuals who did the ordinary things,
characters who had no special education, and people who had no special social advantages.
Perhaps Jesus was looking - and is still looking - not so much for extraordinary people, as
for ordinary people who can do ordinary things extraordinarily well.
These ordinary people who made up the most famous twelve in history were the most
extraordinary mixture.
~4~
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Take, Matthew, the tax-gatherer for instance. Everyone thought of tax gatherers as people
who had sold out to the occupying power. Matthew had sold himself into the hands of his
country's masters for gain. He was the very opposite of a patriot and a lover of his
country.
And who else did Jesus chose? None other but a freedom fighter in the shape of Simon the
Zealot. Like many present day terrorists, Zealots were prepared to face any kind of death
for their country. They didn’t shrink to see their loved ones die in the struggle for
freedom. They refused to give to any earthly man the name and the title of king. They had
an immovable resolution which would undergo any pain.
They were prepared to use secret murder and stealthy assassination to seek to rid their
country of foreign rule. The plain fact is that if Simon the Zealot had met Matthew the taxgatherer anywhere else than in the company of Jesus, he would have stuck a dagger in him.
Isn’t there a tremendous truth here? People who hate each other can learn to love each
other when they both love God more than anything else.
Jesus, as team leader, calls people but doesn’t compel them. Jesus never compels or makes,
he offers. Jesus doesn’t coerce; he invites. Jesus doesn’t make conscripts; he seeks
volunteers. Everyone is free to be faithful and free to be faithless. In management jargon
Jesus ‘enables’.
Jesus called the twelve to be his disciples. The word disciple means a learner. Christians
must always be willing to learn. People with shut minds are a liability to a church which is
there to spread the fresh good news to people. Christians must be willing to learn more
every day. Each day a Christian should try to be a step nearer Jesus and a little nearer God.
So these people were chosen to be with Jesus. If they were to do his work in the world,
they must live for a while in his presence. Before they were ready to take over the work
from their master they had to absorb Jesus’ power. Then, and only then, they’d be ready
for the great task of winning people’s hearts and minds.
RG
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The Individual vs The Team
The first definition of ‘team’ in the dictionary on my bookshelf is:
‘two or more beasts of burden harnessed together’
which conjures an interesting picture when thinking of teams. Depending on the nature of
the work one may or may not feel like a beast of burden, but the notion of being
‘harnessed together’ certainly emphasises three key aspects of being in a team: you are
strongly linked to, and dependent on others, you need to pull together in the same direction,
and the fact you are harnessed implies someone else must be in control, a ‘team leader’.
As humans we do not like to think of ourselves as beasts of burden but we are social
animals, which is fortunate because we cannot achieve much on our own. As individuals we
are weak and vulnerable, with limited capacities, and we have to work together to do
almost anything from feeding ourselves to building spaceships. In almost every aspect of life
we see teams. At work, we operate in project or departmental teams. Much construction
work is accomplished through gangs or crews – groups of workers put together to achieve
a specific objective within a fixed time. We might give teams different names – gang, crew,
corps, squad, division, unit, band, party, but all operate the same way, through some form
of hierarchical grouping. The larger the objective and the more people required the more
complex is the organisation, but even the most complex organisations must pull together in
the same direction, and are made up of smaller sub-groups, or teams.
Every team from the smallest to
the largest needs direction and
leadership, so within even the
smallest team there is a hierarchy.
Even in a canoe, where there are
only two people, each person has a
different role, which they must
perform to make the canoe do
what is required, and someone has
to be in charge, to make the
decisions about the direction to
go, and when to speed up or slow
down. In a more complex marine
environment, such as an aircraft
carrier, teamwork is also essential to achieve the objective, to get warplanes off, and back
on to, the deck. The level of teamwork is phenomenal, everyone must do the job they are
assigned, including: those on the bridge putting the ship in the correct position so that it
can sail into the wind for a prolonged period, the helmsman deep in the bowels of the ship
actually controlling the rudder to keep it on course, the engineers providing steam for
propulsion and accelerating the catapult, the aircraft crews preparing the planes, the deck
hands checking and securing the planes in position, the pilots themselves, and the person
who talks the planes down to catch the arrestor wires at the end of the mission.
Each individual plays only a small part in an endeavour that alone they could never
accomplish, but without the skills and the commitment of each individual, the team cannot
function. Each link in the chain is totally dependent on the other, and to do it day after day
~6~
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requires each person to understand their role in the larger scheme of things, why they are
doing it, and to share the group objective. BUT…as we know…individuals have egos,
different levels of ability and skills, and they have variable temperaments for working in
teams. Working in a team means surrendering individual desires, and subsuming the ego to
achieve the larger aims of the team. The first rule of team play is that you cannot have
things all your own way. When someone in a team insists on doing things their own way
they start pulling in a different direction, the result is always negative, and outcome always
the same – the team loses its effectiveness, or worse, falls apart.
The second rule is that everyone’s contribution must be recognised, every individual wants
to feel valued and special. Individuals who do not feel valued are more likely to perform
badly, to leave the team, or even try to sabotage what others are doing. The key to good
teamwork is to ensure all members of the team are valued for what they contribute,
however small the contribution. Teams are clearly complex forms of social organisation – a
constant balancing of individual desires and the goal of the group – which often are not the
same.
The third rule of teamwork is the requirement for a leader. A team without a leader is just
a group of people. A team needs direction and someone with the capacity to oversee the
whole activity. Someone with vision who can persuade others the goal is worthwhile, and
convince others to strive for the same thing. A team – to be successful must sign up to the
shared vision – individuals must be convinced that the shared goal is worthwhile, and have
trust in the person leading. Leading a team involves multiple tasks, from setting out a clear
vision of the goal, to ensuring everyone pulls together in the right direction. The role
involves both massaging egos and supporting those who lack confidence, balancing the
exceptional skills of some members while ensuring the more mundane tasks get done, while
making everyone feel valued. Teams operate with the skills of individuals, the football team
for example, relies on the brilliant striker who makes all the headlines, but it also requires
the mid-fielders to get the ball up into the right place, and the defenders to protect the
team’s goal area. The team needs ALL the players to fulfil their different roles to be
successful. Individuals with special skills must be nurtured and used at the right time, but a
team also needs those who will prepare the ground and undertake the supporting roles,
perhaps requiring commitment over long time periods, enabling others to perform their
part. Thus, each role that is essential to achieving the objective has equal value.
The most effective teams operate as a single entity, a single organism. A team is not just a
group of people doing something together, it’s an organised group put together to achieve
an objective, or fulfil a particular function. It’s an organism where each element depends on
the other in order to achieve shared goals. When teams are successful – everyone can
share the glory. When teams fail, there are others to commiserate with, explore the reasons
for failure, help you pick up the pieces, re-organise and create the strength to try again.
The individual or the team – which is more important? The answer is - you need both.
The individual must subsume the self to the shared objective, and the team must recognise
the skills and the contribution of each individual, trusting each member to do his or her
part. Like it or not, to achieve almost anything in this world we must harness ourselves to
others and learn to pull together in the same direction. Teamwork is essential to achieve
our goals, it can be immensely rewarding, but it’s no wonder we find it so difficult!
John Powell
~7~
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How to Fight for Faith in the Dark
Three Lessons for Depression
The US website called ‘Desiring God’ which is the on-line vehicle for the veteran American
evangelist John Piper is a rich source of articles and advice on the Christian way in our
modern world and the timeless truths of our faith in the face of everyday problems. Lately,
one subject covered has been depression and I thought I might share some of this with you
in this edition.
Depression is a bit like wearing tinted glasses. Everywhere you look, things look dark: bleak,
black, even hopeless, helpless.
Those with an interest in the Christian healing ministry will know that depression is both a
physical and spiritual affliction. Neurons and synapses fail to fire properly, leading to actual
chemical imbalances in the brain. These imbalances cause the depressed person to feel
awful, like their entire world is a raw catastrophe hovering over the depths of despair.
When everything is a catastrophe, it’s easy for faith to falter and stumble.
Normally, the prescription for faith is somewhat straightforward. We read the promises of
God, let them diffuse throughout our hearts, and then embrace them fully. As we embrace
these promises, our faith rises. When we have more faith, there is often a physical feeling of
encouragement and hope. A little too easy!
But with clinical depression (and other forms of mental illness), things don’t work quite that
way. Depression usually causes a person to feel only gloom and despair, no matter what
they’re thinking. Filling your mind with God’s promises is necessary, but it doesn’t usually
alter the way you feel. It’s like having a migraine. Believing God’s word is essential, but it
won’t take away the migraine (usually).
From Gloom Towards Gladness
When all you feel is gloom, it becomes very hard to have hope, no matter what you read in
the Bible. Those dedicated Christians who labour under a lot of depression and anxiety
throughout life know that it usually doesn’t help a depressed person to say: “Just believe
God’s word more!” In fact, a super-devotional life full of prayer means that person is
probably feeling guiltier than ever about why he or she is depressed.
So if you’re depressed, how can you fight for faith? How can you believe while also
stumbling through the dark? Here are some things that have helped many.
1. Distinguish between fact and feeling
The most important thing is that 90% of the time in the midst of depression, feelings have
zero connection to reality. This is key when you’re in the morass of mental illness. One
person wrote:
‘I feel bad because my brain is rebelling — not because everything is really going to pieces.
Reality is outside of my broken brain. It is defined by God’s word. It’s solid. Objective.
Unchangeable. If I try to process my life or circumstances through the dark lens of
depression, I will be terrified.’
If you’re depressed, it can be dangerous to evaluate anything in your life. Don’t scrutinize
your circumstances or friendships or job prospects. That is the way to misinterpret reality.
~8~
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Instead, simply say: “I’m leaving that to God for now. I’ll think about it later and trust him to
handle it.” God is good. He is faithful. He loves you even though you don’t feel it. He can
handle your life even when you can’t.
Remember, faith is not a feeling. Faith is simply believing that God will do what he said, even
when it doesn’t feel like it. When you’re depressed, it won’t feel like God is faithful. But
that feeling simply is not true. Don’t believe it.
John Calvin, one acutely sensitive to the imperfect feeling of our faith, says that true faith
“clings so fast to the inmost parts that, however it seems to be shaken or to bend this way
or that, its light is never so extinguished or snuffed out that it does not at least lurk as it
were beneath the ashes”. Like David prays in Psalm 139:11–12, our faith may often slip
away from our sight, but it does not slip away from God who gave it in the first place.
Separate your feelings from the truth.
2. Find a friend to remind you of the truth
Depression gets you stuck inside your head. Your brain becomes a swirling mass of halftruths and distorted perceptions. Up seems down; truth seems stranger than fiction. It’s
impossible to think straight. It’s like looking upside down in a hall of darkened mirrors.
During these times, we need someone to tell us the truth simply as an anchor. I need
someone to say, “Listen, here’s what’s true. I know it doesn’t feel true, but it’s true. Right
now, you feel like you are doomed. But God is with you. He loves you and won’t let you
go.”
If we are depressed, one great temptation is to shut people out. It’s really hard to let
people into the cage of your life. But you need someone to gently remind you of what’s
real; a faithful friend to walk through the valley of depression with you.
When your friend speaks the truth to you, it gives you something to grab onto. In the
moments of darkness, don’t believe what your mind is telling you. Believe the words of
your faithful friend.
3. ‘Give me sunshine’ (Morecambe & Wise)
There is an intimate connection between the body and soul. The body often charts the way
forward and the soul follows in the wake. When your body is deeply sick, it pulls your soul
downward, like a weight tied around the ankle. Another person writes:
‘I’ve found that one of the most effective methods for increasing my faith begins with my
body. When I exercise or go for a walk or sit in the sunshine, my body feels better. Blood
and oxygen pump through my body, refreshing and nurturing it. When I feel better, I think
more clearly and see things more accurately.
When I think more clearly, I can more easily process and embrace God’s promises.
When I embrace God’s promises, my faith surges.’
Charles Spurgeon, the great Baptist minister of Victorian England who often fought
depression, said, I think with the clergy mainly in mind:
‘A day’s breathing of fresh air upon the hills, or a few hours’ ramble in the beech woods’
umbrageous calm, would sweep the cobwebs out of the brain of scores of our toiling
ministers who are now but half alive. A mouthful of sea air, or a stiff walk in the wind’s face,
~9~
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would not give grace to the soul, but it would yield oxygen to the body, which is the next
best.’
If you’re depressed, embrace the sunshine. Go for a swim, a walk or even a jog. Sit on your
porch and feel the warmth on your face. Look at the stars; watch the sun rise.
You perhaps won’t feel like it! You’ll want to hole up in the darkness of your room or stay
in bed. But just twenty minutes in the sun can do wonders.
A Grip Stronger Than Your Own
Ultimately, our hope in depression hinges on Jesus. He’s holding onto us even when it feels
like we’re free falling. You may be in the dark, but your Shepherd is walking right beside
you. He knows what it’s like to be overwhelmed by grief and swallowed by bleakness.
Your grip on life may falter, but the wonderful thing is that his grip on you won’t.
If at any time anyone wishes to discuss this subject, the Rector is available day and night on
232883.
Fr Nick

Running with Wolves
When the subject of teamworking comes up, my mind often goes back to a video I saw
some time ago on the life of wolves.
When a wolf pack is travelling across country it adopts a standard formation.
At the front is a group of older, weaker wolves. They set the pace so that they don’t get
left behind. The rest of the pack follows them.
Behind this group is a small group of stronger wolves. Their role is to protect the leading
group and respond to danger and attack from the front.
Then comes the main pack, followed by another small group of stronger wolves. Their role
is to look out for stragglers and respond to danger and attack from the flanks.
And finally, a long way back is a lone wolf – the biggest and strongest in the pack. He is the
pack leader. As leader his role is not to posture and prance at the front, showing to all that
he is the leader. No, his role is to see the wider picture, spot potential dangers and
opportunities, to keep an eye on the pack to ensure that they keep formation and act as a
cohesive unit, and to protect the pack, even though this places him at greater risk.
Perhaps we could learn a thing or two from wolves!
Peter Fischer
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An Evening of Entertainment at St Nicolas
The midsummer family entertainment has become a tradition at St Nicolas. I believe that
this was our fifth one and we all agreed that it reached a very high standard. The evening
began with lively piano duets, followed by the bright young dancers from Helen Gill School
of Ballet, who performed with their customary talent and enthusiasm. After them came a
feast of words and music; amusing poems and monologues, splendid solos on the piano,
organ and trumpet and three different groups: the Ukelele Girls, the timbrel players and
Onyx Harmony. The latter were here for the first time and we hope that they will come
again, with the other groups. “Daphne’s Gang” gave us a hilarious sketch illustrating the
trials that may befall our intrepid Saturday walkers. We are particularly grateful to Joan’s
friends, Frances and George, who stepped in at very short notice, Frances to play duets
with Joan and George to deliver a story from “Cider with Rosie” from memory, with great
panache. The audience, of all ages, had a great evening and took part energetically
whenever invited to do so.
Many thanks to Janet and all the performers for a very happy evening.
Paddy Spurgeon

An Evening of Entertainment
A wonderful evening was enjoyed at St Nicolas Church on Saturday 24 June with a
wonderful variety of high class entertainment.
Fantastic piano playing by Joan Bell and her friend, Frances. Janet, Gaye and Kath, members
of the Salvation Army, performed expertly with their timbrels and puppets.
The dancers from Helen Gill’s School of Ballet gave us as their usual high standard dancing
displays and their smiling faces, as well as their graceful movements, made them a joy to watch.
Jerry Spence gave us a brilliant organ solo. Onyx Harmony Ladies provided us with a new
and fascinating musical experience.
Monologues by Fr John Lewis and a poem by Pat Attwood provided us with quieter but
enjoyable moments.
David Jackson’s trumpet solo demonstrated his talent as an outstanding young musician.
George, a last minute replacement for a group unable to appear, was magnificent with his
rendering of a large part of Laurie Lee’s prose.
Karen and friends played their ukuleles wonderfully. Daphne’s Gang’s enactment of a parish
walk was hilarious. I’m glad we don’t experience all their mishaps on the parish walks I have
taken part in, at least not yet!
Thank you Brian and Gill for your hard work running the bar to refresh us on a warm
evening.
So if you missed this wonderful evening make sure you don’t miss the next one.
A very big thank you to Janet Ford for organising a wonderful evening.
Marion Godden
~ 13 ~
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Prestbury Memorial Trust – what a team!
Team PMT – the mind boggles!
The Trust was established in 1949 with the aim of providing help and support to the needy.
Today its focus is to offer support in a neighbourly capacity to our senior citizens in the
parish. Heading our team is our Warden, Jenny, whom many of you will know. She
organises the Sit & Fit class on a Wednesday at the library; also the Knit & Natter group
that meets at the Hall in Bouncers Lane on a Thursday. Jenny also drives the mini-bus and
co-ordinates the shopping trips that take place on a Tuesday. Always enthusiastic and with
that wonderful northern outgoing sense of humour, she is approachable and professional.
We are very lucky to have her.
Then, there is our Chairman of Trustees, Henry. He whips us into shape at our monthly
meetings and motivates us. The ‘Us’ refers to Bob who organises the Monday lunch club,
Nigel who ensures that the mini bus is always legal and road worthy, Noel who is brilliant
with numbers – our treasurer, Gloria the youngest of the team who organises the
Friendship Group and Cheryl our hugely efficient secretary who can produce the meeting’s
minutes before the words have been spoken! Lastly me, I am in charge of fund raising and
can be found behind a table laden with wonderful cakes donated by a great team of
supporters at the Royal Oak at our annual coffee and cake morning at the beginning of June.
You will also see me there in February at our quiz night and, I hope, in September at our
inaugural treasure hunt!
The Trustees are also indebted to a much wider team of volunteers who drive our guests
to lunch club, drive the mini-bus to Tesco and Sainsbury’s, who put out tables and chairs in
preparation for the Sit & Fit class, who make tea and give their time whenever needed and
support our functions.
Lastly, but most importantly, our team would not be complete without our members led by
our centenarian, Margaret Bell. They enjoy life, they lift our spirits and provide us with a
wonderful role model. For them, age is just a number.
We are the TEAM that at present leads the Prestbury Memorial Trust. We are simply
building on and maintaining the work of previous trustees and wardens who have given
their time and energy to what is a very special foundation. If you would like more
information on the Trust and its work please contact Jenny on 01242 579097 or email
prestburymtcharity@ gmail.com
Jane Banwell

Prestbury Memorial Trust Coffee Morning
Friday 2nd June saw the Prestbury Memorial Trust enjoying another successful coffee and
cake ‘fest’ at the Royal Oak Pavilion by kind permission of Simon and Kate Daws. The
weather was dry but not too hot and people were able to spill out into the garden and
catch up with friends. It was lovely to see so many Trust members and volunteers: we
thank them all for their support and generosity. The morning raised just over £400 for
Trust funds.
Jane Banwell
~ 14 ~
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Parish Walk
We were sorry that Jean Johnson who had
planned and was to lead the walk on Saturday
1st July was unable to do so but the baton was
ably taken up by Janet Waters and Margaret
Compton.
12 of us walked through the Golden Valley on
a sunny but not too hot day. Some of the walk
was along the towpath of the abandoned
Thames and Severn Canal and another part
was on a footpath through the Bathurst Estate.
We had a coffee stop at the Crown Inn, an
17th century cider house, in the beautiful
village of Frampton Mansell where we were
served coffee outside as we arrived there half an hour before opening time.
The countryside was teeming with a wide variety of wild flowers which were a joy to
behold.
The Church at Sapperton was closed for renovation so we were unable to visit it.
We ended the walk at the Daneway where we all enjoyed a delicious lunch.
Thank you Janet and Margaret for an enjoyable walk.
Marion Godden
Pictures by Margaret Compton
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Cotswold Way Run
Way back in June I joined about 150 like-minded people in running the Cotswold Way from
Chipping Campden to Bath, roughly 110 miles. The run was divided into three and a half
days of 16.5, 30, 30 and 33.5 miles respectively and involved plenty of hills and rough
ground. The weather was a little too hot on the first and last days but otherwise cool
enough to make running possible.
We camped overnight at the designated sites
of Hailes, Cranham (sloped field and pouring
rain) and Wotton-under-Edge. Evening
entertainment and food was provided,
however most people had retreated to their
tents by 9.30pm to recover from the day that
had been and to prepare for the arduous day
to come. There were plenty of blisters and
much hobbling in evidence by the final night of
camping and inevitably some runners were
unable to continue. One of the highlights of
the journey was calling in on Father Michael,
Gill and Simon at their home in Dursley for a
(mid-run) catch-up and seeing Anna’s and
Michael’s lovely wedding photos.
This run was, as expected, a tough challenge
and perhaps the hardest part was the long run
down towards Bath, when I happened to be
running on my own for more than 8 miles,
worn out and overheated and was beginning
to wonder if I would ever see anyone again! Thankfully I got a new lease of life once I
reached the outskirts of Bath and the final 2 miles were easier if somewhat emotional as I
realised I was actually going to make it to the finish. There was a wonderful throng of
tourists in the square in front of the abbey where the Cotswold way ends and I was rather
taken aback by their enthusiastic applause as I turned into the square and 'sprinted' to the
finish line. There I collected my finishers medal and tee-shirt then sat myself down in
glorious sunshine and reflected on the 9 months of training and preparation that had got
me to this point. Phew, made it!
Thank you so very much to
everyone who supported me with
words of encouragement and
unbelievably generous sponsorship.
The total raised (before Gift Aid)
for the Alzheimer’s Society is
£1,137. THANK YOU, THANK YOU,
THANK YOU.
Helen Mann
~ 17 ~
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The minefield of teamwork !
A good team can make a dream come true, but the skills required to keep the project up
and running are not so easily come by. Someone has a vision, the members are supportive
and all are inspired to bring about whatever the goal may be - well that’s the plan. List of
requirements: Interpersonal skills, plenty of energy and tolerance for others’ perceived
shortcomings, just for starters.
Volunteers tend to be good at this, inherently having the genuine wish to be of help, not
always with much appreciation from those of us who benefit.
Departments within the management of larger institutions are more of a minefield. Starting
with recruitment, candidates will need all of the aforementioned qualities alongside
qualifications in their specific field, preferably with related experience. Should there be an
insufficient choice of quality applicants (poor Theresa May), the need for the best available
can lead to attractive financial reward, so risking a team member of a different and
altogether more calculating mind-set.
This is when the need for a strong leader becomes paramount. Some team members may
need, but resent, clear instruction as to their role, creating dissent and becoming a threat
to the group. Just one bad apple can destroy a team. Others hopefully will thrive on the
regular exchange of ideas, and agreed modification of strategy when needed, always
underpinned with mutual respect and kind honesty. Anyone can bully, anyone can be
everyone’s best buddy, but neither approach works for long.
Sadly it is not always the case that workable and lasting teams are sufficiently valued by the
people they are meant to benefit, until it’s too late. Too often leaders bear the brunt of
collective disillusionment, which can now include abuse from the masses via technology in
ill-informed hands.
Watching that most famous of teams, Dad’s Army, with its rich mix of oh so recognisable
characters, we can cry laughing as the scenarios unfold, week after week, but the writers
had the advantage of genius in their observations of character. The outcome was never
mean spirited, always tolerant. They were volunteers!
I find few things as rewarding as team spirit in action, and when each mini crisis becomes a
job well done, the ability to laugh together and at oneself is payment enough.
Anya Jary
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Prestbury Open Gardens
This year I visited the Prestbury Open Gardens with my husband (a keen allotment
gardener) and my sister.
Not only is the POG weekend an excellent opportunity to support a good cause and enjoy
the efforts of the gardeners, it is also a great way to feel part of the local community. The
camaraderie and cheery hellos from strangers spotting fellow garden visitors (by their
yellow tickets) always adds certain friendliness to the day.
It’s fascinating to see the hidden spaces tucked away behind the assorted gates, drives and
side alleys. The homeowners always make visitors feel welcome and they were happy to
share the trials and successes of their gardening journey and identify plants for us.
All of the gardens we visited were a riot of colour and I came away with plenty of
inspiration and ideas to try in my own garden. There were some lovely planting schemes
from traditional cottage gardens to sleek contemporary arrangements. Clematis, fragrant
roses, alliums and verbena were abundant and it would be hard to pick a favourite, as the
standard was so high. I was particularly taken by the use of simple blocks of repeated
planting, but also appreciated the combination of heights and textures used to good effect
in some of the more traditional borders.
All the gardens are clearly a labour of love and
we are spoiled for gardening talent, ranging
from dedicated ‘amateurs’ to those enlisting
the help of professional garden designers. I’m
always amazed by how spacious some of the
gardens are and they showcase the many
inventive ways you can divide outdoor spaces
into rooms. We particularly liked the curved
pleached hedges at Tudor Cottage.
For those of a less floral persuasion there were
still plenty of interesting views of the village to
be glimpsed over walls and hedges and
structural details like ponds, bridges, arbours,
paths and mazes to admire. Many gardens also
contained a vegetable area with raised beds or
a potting shed. This resulted in no small
amount of greenhouse envy…
There were also some interesting garden
sculptures, which ranged from obelisks and
topiary sheep to metal herons and
contemporary fire pits. I think our favourite had to be the metal flower sculpture and
wrought iron gate at The Cottage, which took the form of twisted pear leaves.
It was a gloriously sunny day, so the jugs of iced water left thoughtfully in the shade at some
of the gardens were most welcome! We ended up taking refuge in the cool of the church
and I can’t possibly conclude this article without reference to the rather delicious scones
we had with our cream tea.
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We didn’t make it to the plant sale, however it appeared to have been popular judging by
the number of plant-laden individuals we passed on our walk back home. All in all it was a
very enjoyable way to spend the afternoon and I take my hat off to all the dedicated
gardeners and volunteers who made it possible.
Rebecca Sillence

The open garden event was a great experience for our family and friends. When I was
helping with the teas in the church the atmosphere was great and everybody was cheerful. I
didn’t feel like I was working but rather connecting with other members of the community.
It’s definitely something I will do again.
Paulo Di Prodi

Mavis Brick
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September 2017 Diary
SUN
Tue
Fri
Sat

SUN

3 1430
1530
4 1800
1930
8
9

Baptism of Ariella Perera
Baptism of Thomas Lofthouse
Study at Six
Tuesday Group
Heritage Open Day
Heritage Open Day

St Mary
St Mary
5 Priory Mews
13 Rivelands Road
St Mary
St Mary and
St Lawrence

Gloucestershire Ride and Stride
Heritage Open Day

10
1000

St Mary and
St Lawrence

Family Eucharist for
Celebration of the Birth of the Blessed Virgin Mary St Mary
NO 8.00am Eucharist, 9.30am Celebrate! nor 11.00am Eucharist at St Mary

Tue

Fri
SUN
Tue

Wed
SUN
Mon
Tue
Wed

1430
12 1900
1900

Baptism of Arthur Hanks
Communion followed by Tuesday Group
Communion prior to PCC
Prestbury PCC
Wedding of Brian Wood and Jennifer Swinbank

15 1630
17
19 1800 Study at Six
1930 Tuesday Group
1930 LMT meeting
20 1430 Welcome on Wednesday
24
25 1000-1200 Monday Club
25 1930 Tuesday Group
1930 Mothers' Union
27 1900 Christmas Planning meeting

St Mary
St Lawrence
St Mary
St Mary
All Saints
5 Priory Mews
13 Rivelands Road
St Nicolas
St Nicolas
Uckington Village Hall
13 Rivelands Road
St Nicolas
St Nicolas

October 2017 Diary
SUN

1 1230
1430

Baptism of Isobel Willetts
Baptism of Archie Shardlow

St Lawrence
St Lawrence

Regular Weekly Events
Tuesdays 1030-1200
1030-1200
Fridays
1000-1200
Saturdays 1030-1100
1130-1300

Coffee Drop In
Chatterbox
Prestbury Friday Circle
Team Surgery (except 24 June)
Cantate Domino rehearsal
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Calendar
SUNDAY

3 Trinity 12

SUNDAY 10 Birth of
Blessed
Virgin Mary
(St Mary)
Trinity 13
(St Nicolas)
SUNDAY 17 Trinity 14
SUNDAY 24 Trinity 15

September 2017

From the Registers
Prestbury
Baptisms
June 18 Darcey Elizabeth Keveren
July 2 Harvey William McCarthy
Toby Alexander McCarthy
9 Alexander George Tyler
Eliza Jane Taylor
16 Florence Winifred Price
Aleksander Magnus Victor Price
Weddings
June 3 Paul Henry Allen Hunt and Catherine Nicole Wilson
Jonathan Martin Jones and Adele Rogers
24 Scott Michael Andrews and Rachel Williams
July 29 Peter Joseph Day and Kathryn Laura Grace Porter
Funerals
June 4 Eric Leslie Shaw
21 Barbara Jean Axton
July 7 Robert Jeffery BOBBIE Timbrell
24 Pamela Margaret Goodman
Burial
June 21 Barbara Jean Axton
July 24 Pamela Margaret Goodman
Burials of Ashes
June 23 Denys Whatmore
July 5 Robert and Elizabeth Rogers

Elmstone Hardwicke
Wedding
June 17 Henry James Buckland and Shoula Louise Gilbert
Funeral
July 26 Alan Thomas Hamilton

Swindon Village
Baptisms
June 18 Rex Henry Blankley
25 Emilia Elizabeth Grace Cresswell
July 23 Indi Cleo Smith
Lotus Vienna Smith
Weddings
June 3 Dean John Letts and Shelley Jovanovic
10 William James Wolfe Alexander and
Leah Choy-Yee Wong
July 8 Kevin Lewis and Leigh Bradley
29 Matthew Stillman and Amy Boone
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Forthcoming Events
Coffee Morning at Prestbury URC –
Saturday 2nd September from 10.30 till Noon
The monthly coffee morning will take place on Saturday 2nd September from 10.30 to
noon. As well as teas, coffees and teacakes, there will be books, cakes and a raffle. Plenty of
conversation will be guaranteed!
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Heritage Open Days 8th-10th September
St Mary’s church will house an exhibition of photos and plans of the major interior
restoration work completed last autumn and detailed information and history of our
stained glass windows. The church will be open to the wider public on the morning and
afternoon of Friday 8th and Saturday 9th September and again on the afternoon of Sunday
10th. Light refreshments will be served. Additionally there will be a short recital on the
rebuilt organ before the evening service on Sunday 10th September. If you are able to help
serve refreshments on any of these days, please contact one of the churchwardens.
Lynda Hodges

GHCT Ride + Stride – Saturday 9th September
Don’t miss out! There is still time for you to sign up for this year’s ride and stride event in
aid of Gloucestershire Historic Churches Trust. The idea is that you travel (by whatever
means) from one church to another, at your own pace, in return for sponsorship. Any
monies raised are shared equally between the church of your choice and GHCT which in
turn helps fund the repair and maintenance of our beautiful churches across
Gloucestershire. The event runs from 10am until 6pm and you can arrange it entirely to
suit yourself. For more details and sponsor forms contact the local organiser Helen Mann
on 07814 638990.
Helen Mann

Sue Ryder Autumn Fayre
Saturday 9 September 2017 - 11.00 am to 4.00 pm
Sue Ryder Leckhampton Court Hospice, Church Road, Leckhampton, Cheltenham GL53 0QJ
Come and join us for a great day of entertainment, food, family activities, live music and
stalls in the stunning grounds of our historic manor house at Sue Ryder Leckhampton
Court, Cheltenham. Live music and performances, family fun activities with bouncy castle,
face painting, children’s entertainment and Cheltenham Town FC Hot Shot! Also Craft,
food and fashion stalls, BBQ and Cotswold afternoon tea.
Adiults £2.50, Children under 12 free.
Contact beth.davis@suerydercare.org Tel 01242 246285

Saint Mary’s Patronal Celebration - Sunday 10th September
On Sunday 10th September we shall celebrate the birthday of our Patron Saint
Mary with a combined Eucharist at 10 o’clock. Members of all our usual
morning congregations will be taking part. We are also celebrating 150 years
since the Victorians altered our church to how we know it today, and we shall
take the opportunity to dedicate the work done during the refurbishment last
autumn. The service will be followed by birthday cake and other refreshments.
All are welcome to join us.
Frances Murton
~ 25 ~
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Tickets available from Trustees and at The Plough and must be purchased prior
to Sunday 10 September.
Bring your ticket to The Plough, Mill Street, Prestbury GL52 3BG to pick up the Clues !!!
(Lunches are served here from 12 – 3pm BBQ available from 4pm)
The Treasure Hunt will be a circular route around the village and should take around 1½
hours. On return to The Plough hand your completed answer sheet to the Trust Warden or
Representative.
At approximately 4pm those who have achieved success will be drawn in a
raffle for the Treasure Hunt Prize !!!
There will be a prize for the child in the best PIRATE costume!

Harvest Festival – Sunday 24th September at 10.30
We will celebrate Harvest on Sunday 24th September. This year, instead of tinned and
dried goods, we would prefer cash donations for the Cheltenham Food Bank or WaterAid.
After the service there will be a hot lunch on offer - costing £7 per person. Bookings for
the lunch to the Secretary (Fiona Hall; 01242 511143) by Sunday 17th September please.
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Book and Toy Sale – Saturday 30th September from 2 to 4pm
Prestbury URC will be holding a Book and Toy Sale on Saturday 30th September from 2-4
pm. Donations of good quality books and toys will be welcome. Please contact Sylvia
Turfrey on 01242 233970 to arrange drop-off. Do please come along and pick up a bargain.

Harvest Supper, St Mary Magdalene fund raising
Village Hall, Uckington GL51 9SR
Saturday 30th September, 7:00pm for 7:30pm
Come along to our Harvest Supper celebration! Good food, a raffle, a relaxing atmosphere
and the Bar will be open. Entry – £9.00 adults, £4.50 children. Tickets will be limited, so
please get in contact to reserve your seat(s) by Saturday 23-Sep. Veggie option available
(please request when reserving seat).
Ian Richings, 01242 574830 or 07771 792865

Cheltenham Cantilena Orchestra Concert
Sunday 1st October

3.00pm

Cheltenham Town Hall

You are warmly invited to our 2017 concert:

The Romance of Stage and Screen
Featuring the Cantilena Singers in A Tribute to Gershwin for chorus and orchestra, including
many well-known musical gems such as Summertime, I’ve Got Rhythm, Somebody Loves Me.
The programme also includes
Addinsell
Bernstein
Khatchaturian
Williams

Warsaw Concerto Soloist Marcel Zidani
Excerpts from West Side Story
Spartacus
Star Wars Suite

This will be an exciting and enjoyable concert, and money raised will go to the British Heart
Foundation
Tickets available from the Town Hall Box Office 0844 576 2210, or from Wendy Price

Harvest Festival at St Mary’s - Sunday 8th October
Advance notice that Harvest Festival will be celebrated at St Mary’s on
Sunday 8th October. Further details of harvest activities will be published
in the October magazine and in the weekly notice sheet.
Frances Murton
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Sue Ryder Starlight Hike - A Night to Remember
Saturday 21st October 2017
St Edward’s Preparatory School, Charlton Kings, Cheltenham GL52 6NR
Registration and live entertainment from 7.00pm
10 km walk starting at 9pm
Tranquil Hospice grounds softly lit with lights where you can place a message on our wall of
stars in memory of loved ones.
Ticket prices Early bird adult (until Monday 28th August only): £12; Standard adult: £15;
On-the-day sign-up: £20; Standard child (6-12 years): £6; Family of four: £48; Team of six:
£72; Children aged 5 and under hike for free.
Walk with us on our Starlight Hike and experience a night to remember while helping to
raise funds for expert hospice care for local families. Sponsored by Capita, the evening
kicks off with on-stage entertainment from the Rock Choir and a warm-up from British
Military Fitness that will put you through your paces. From 9pm, hundreds of hikers will
set out on the walk – all with a big party atmosphere! You'll follow a marshalled 10K
route around Cheltenham that will lead you through the tranquil hospice grounds, softly lit
with festoon lights and candles, where you will have the opportunity to remember loved
ones. Let’s shine in memory of those we love.
Tel: Matt Reay 01242 246162
email: leckhampton.events@sueryder.org

Jumble Sale, St Mary Magdalene fund raising
Village Hall. Uckington GL51 9SR
Saturday 28th October, 2:00pm
Please donate and please come along. Donations gladly accepted from Saturday 10:00am
onwards, or as agreed. Contact Verina Morgan on 01242 234480 for further details.

Food for Thought
A talk by Canon John Mead and Canon Paul Iles

Let us Sing
During the talk they will explore the meaning and relevance of
some well-known hymns, some of which we will then sing.
St Nicolas Church
Saturday 28 October at 7 pm
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Support for Carers
If you look after a loved-one with a long
term condition then you may like to know
there are support groups in the Cheltenham
area. These are helpful for getting
information, swopping coping-strategies and
as a chance to share your story with others
who understand the stresses and joys of
caring. For details contact Roger at ‘Carers
Gloucestershire’
01452
872241
or
rhare@carersgloucestershire.org.uk or look at
the
full
list
on
our
website
http://carersgloucestershire.org.uk/help-forcarers/carers-support-groups/
Roger Hare
Support Groups Coordinator

Found in the choir vestry
While tidying up in the choir vestry
recently, I came upon a small booklet which
appears to be the work of a choirboy in the
distant past. It contains seven hymns, the
words typed on a manual typewriter and
the music meticulously written in pen and
ink.
I think both the words and music
were composed by this young person and,
given that a manual typewriter was used, it
was probably produced in the 1960’s or
earlier.
This booklet was obviously
someone’s pride and joy and it would be
wonderful to return it to its owner. Maybe
that choirboy is still a member of our
congregation! If it was you, or if you know
anything about it, please contact me.
Jill Smith
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Becoming a Place of Safety
The Children’s Society works with some of the most
disadvantaged children in England and Wales. As you can
imagine, this covers a broad range of work. Each month we
are bringing you a story from one of the areas of our work. Last month we
talked about how we are trying to engage with the police to pass on tips of how
best to work with children and young people. This month focuses on how your
church and community can become a place of safety for refugees.
The refugee crisis is the humanitarian emergency of our time. At The Children’s Society,
we have been supporting young refugees arriving in this country since the Second World
War, when we resettled children who fled Nazi Germany.
Today, The Children’s Society has frontline services providing direct support to refugee and
migrant children and families, and we also advocate for policies and laws that enable them
to exercise their rights and entitlements.
We feel we have a responsibility to ensure that our communities practise inclusivity,
prioritise respect and extend welcome without compromise. We recognise that there is an
overwhelming desire to help refugee children throughout churches in England, and that
communities are looking for support and direction to do this.
As an organisation, The Children’s Society is committed to prioritising the safety of children
at all times. Our vision is for our communities to be places of safety for refugee children.
We are concerned about children who have been separated from their families and do not
have a trusted adult looking after them, as well as migrant children still living with families
that are not accessing the full range of support that they are entitled to. Our aim is to
ensure that laws and policies help to keep young refugees and migrants safe and protect
their rights as children, regardless of their immigration status or nationality. We want every
refugee child in this country to be part of a welcoming, supportive, inclusive community.
Collectively, we can make a difference. Within the church, each of us can contribute by
doing our own small thing. And if each of us does a small thing, together we can achieve
something huge.
We are asking supporters to provide a welcome, to be a source of hope and a voice for
those who most need it. We are calling for people to pray for refugees on their journey,
for those seeking asylum, and for communities preparing to receive them. We are also
calling for people to listen to the experiences of child refugees, to challenge the myths and
misconceptions surrounding refugees and asylum seekers.
We have put together a resource full of practical ideas of how to become a place of safety,
so do take a look online at
https://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/sites/default/files/pcr124_refugeetheology_v3_final.pdf
Your donations, actions, prayers and time enable our work with young refugees,
asylum seekers and their families. But by working together to create safe and
welcoming places, we can make an even bigger impact on the lives of so many
children. Thank you.
Roseann Thompson
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Diocesan Synod Report – 21 June 2017
We met at The King’s School, in Gloucester, on one of the very hottest evenings of June so
Bishop Rachel opened the meeting in an unusual way by giving permission to the gentlemen
present to remove not just their jackets but also their dog collars! There was a flurry of
activity as many present followed these instructions. The heat within the school Assembly
Hall was hard to cope with.
Our opening prayers took on an unusual form as we used the Cheyenne “Four Directions
Prayers” from our partner diocese of El Camino Real.
Four deanery lay chairs stood at four points around the hall and each in turn read a prayer:
Facing East, we prayed in the direction of the rising sun for God’s peace, light and wisdom
in our new beginnings. To the South with its warm winds, for God’s Spirit of guidance and
consolation. To the West with its wind and rains for God’s purifying waters, sustaining all
living beings and for God’s Spirit to wash over us. To the North and its cold, mighty winds
and snows we asked God for strength and endurance in challenging times.
The service ended with a prayer that we may live in peace, supporting each other in good
times and in bad and with God’s help to renew the face of this earth. In the light of daily
news, these were very relevant things to ask for God’s help in.
The major item on the agenda was the on-going development of our diocesan “Life” project
and how this relates to the national Church of England “Revision and Reform” project.
We are fortunate in that Bishop Rachel began in our diocese at “grass roots” level, asking
us to hold conversations with each other, about our lives, what we liked, needed or
worried about and to send these to her team of information gatherers. You may remember
me describing in another report how at one Synod meeting we talked around tables and
wrote down what we said on the paper tablecloths. Her gatherers then recorded all of
these “tablecloths” as well!
The ultimate result was that four major priorities became obvious, Leadership, Imagination,
Faith and Engagement. These areas now have their own sponsors and a team of people to
work with them, sharing and co-ordinating the ideas, comments and problems we send to
help us progress.
These four groups meet regularly and collate what is happening but Bishop Rachel
reminded us, we are always working from bottom upward to insure we move in the right
way for our own congregations and are not instructed from above! We must ask ourselves,
what we are doing, and what we shouldn’t be doing. We must have faith and we will
discover things as we progress, then the following stages will become more obvious. Help is
always around if we ask, communication throughout is vital.
Bishop Rachel then introduced Mike Eastwood, the National Director of the Renewal and
Reform project.
He began most depressingly by reading some national statistics, all dismal ones.
As the population rises, the congregations of the Church of England diminish. In the last
decade the average age of members of the Church of England has risen by twelve and a half
years. Only three young adults in every five hundred attend church regularly. In the year
2000 there were approximately nine thousand stipendiary clergy, at the current rate of fall
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the number will be down to six thousand four hundred by 2021! (In fact, just days later, it
was announced that applicants for ordination had risen this year by a very healthy
percentage.) The dismal list continued.
Mike took a statement from the national report which said that we have been following the
same path obediently in the past and if there were easy ways to improve things we have
probably already tried them. Whatever we were doing in the past has got us into this
position so we must now ask ourselves afresh how we can do things differently to improve
in future.
He quoted a comment, “The Church of England equals a group of people in a room waiting
for somebody to do SOMETHING” This may well be right! But he did feel the Gloucester
Diocese project “LIFE” was in line with the National one. Personally I am very glad we have
been encouraged to think from the bottom up, instead of being told from top down.
Mike then went on to more practical suggestions of how to reform and renew in our own
church parishes. Evangelism: Are we too reluctant to be open about our faith when talking
with non-churchgoing friends? Are we afraid to tell them of God’s love and the support He
gives in our daily lives? Do we live by our beliefs all through the seven days of each week?
Do we pray for each other and those around us?
Most importantly, how do others see us members of the church? Try asking. There are
probably things we do they think are wrong but equally some things they might think right.
It is extremely important to go out and talk more with the people living around us.
The final speaker brought us right back to the ordinary, everyday world, Mike Todd, from
The Children’s Society. For those who wonder, their official name is still “The Church Of
England Children’s Society” but they use the shortened name because they help any child,
regardless of colour or creed. The Society no longer runs children’s homes. They can best
help in the community assisting children with all sorts of emotional or physical needs,
mental health problems, drug and alcohol abuse, physical or sexual abuse, often both
together, “runaways”, broken families and sadly with youngsters who are deprived of a
normal adolescence because they are caring for their own parents. The needs are
enormous in many different areas. The Society focuses on children from the age of ten to
late teens because this is where the lack of support is greatest. 3.7 million pounds are spent
each year on “engagement”, bringing people together. At the age of 16, a child raised in a
foster home is independent from state care and the Children’s Society helps these young
people to become able and confident adults. They must manage their own finances, live
independently, hold down a job, find somewhere to live and much more.
A large sum is raised each year by the annual “Christingle” services but they are in need of
fundraising all through the year. The small boxes we fill with coins raise £1,700,000 annually
so we must work harder at this. The Diocese of Gloucester was thanked for its generous
support and Mike Todd explained that their representatives are always willing to come to
our services to meet us and explain their Society’s challenges and how they are met.
As I drove home that night was I depressed or cheered? In spite of the gloomy statistics I
was cheered because Bishop Rachel’s “LIFE” project is very reassuring.
Lynda Hodges
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‘Rosemary is for remembrance’ –
Farewell to Maz Allen from Prestbury URC
Shakespeare wrote those words in Hamlet and we knew that if we were going to give Maz
something to remember us by then this would be it; a rosemary bush which is both
ornamental and practical for her new garden in Stafford.
Her last service on the 23 July had a large congregation of members and friends and the
church was decorated with flowers donated by Sheila and Cyril Beer in memory of her
mother, Irene Neale. We are also grateful to Frances Murton who stepped in at short
notice to play as our organist was unwell.
Before the excellent lunch the St Mary’s PCC gave Maz a gift of Garden Centre Tokens and
we presented the plant, a ceramic pot and a cheque also to be used for the new garden and
conservatory. The URC card included pictures of church members and friends and even
one ‘prepared earlier’ of us waving her off at the front door (I am not sure what passing
motorists thought of me directing this from across the road one Sunday!). Earlier in the
week the Prestbury schools had given Maz a gift of a Cross and a dove for her new home as
well as cards drawn by the children.
Maz has now retired from active ministry in the URC, but I am sure she will be involved
with her local church. We will no doubt see her again in Cheltenham – like our previous
ministers she will be invited back on special occasions.
We are now in vacancy – please think of us as we expect to be without a Minister for at
least a year. For anything to do with the URC please contact me on 01242 511143 or via
prestbury@urcic.org.uk
Fiona Hall

Next month our theme is ‘Schools’. Were your memories like this or do you have
fonder memories?

Memories of School Sports
The plump little girl would dream
One day she’d be picked for the team
But she’d always be last
A sporting outcast
And that’s what she always would seem!
Carolyn Crompton
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Book Review
‘Thomas Cranmer’ by Diarmaid MacCulloch (Yale, Revised Edition, 2016 - £14.99) and
‘The Souls of China – the Return of Religion after Mao’ by Ian Johnson (Allen Lane,
2017 - £25.00)
These two recently published books are long reads (at 670 pp and 455 pp respectively) but
are each accessible and fascinating glances into the religious revolutions firstly in 16th
century England at the time of the Reformation and secondly in 21st century China,
following the horrors of the Cultural Revolution. The shared common denominator is the
journey of religious discovery by the individual conscience and the role of the state in
shaping the worshipping life of its subjects.
‘Thomas Cranmer’ tells in
an almost thoroughly
biographical manner the
life of Henry VIII’s
surprising choice of his
Archbishop
of
Canterbury following the
death of the aged and
ineffective
William
Warham. Cranmer’s role
in fashioning theological
evidence and arguments
to support the King’s
‘Great Matter’, namely his
annulment and eventual
divorce from his first
wife, and his gradual
absorption of the ideas
and inspiration of the great European Reformers who changed the face of what we now
know as modern Christianity, is intricate and painstaking. If you watched the BBC’s
production, ‘Wolf Hall’ in early 2015 you will already have seen inside the political and
religious politics of Henry’s reign. ‘The Souls of China’ tells how the Chinese people have
always had a strong sense of the divine where almost every profession venerated a god.
The author tells how this longing for the divine was absorbed into the cult of Chairman
Mao but which is now finding fresh expression in modern-day spirituality including
Buddhism, Confucianism and Daoism and in which Christianity is a growing if not leading
religion. The Chinese churches’ names alone have an evocative ring: who could not wish to
find out more about ‘The Early Rain Reformed Church’!
In each book, the pervasive idea and sense is upbeat and uplifting that every human being is
by nature a spiritual, praying individual who craves contact with the divine. That hunger can
be guided or even denied by the state for a while, but will triumphantly re-establish itself
regardless of external constraints or suppression.
Two fascinating reads for the autumn.

Fr Nick
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The Joseph Family
“Yes” said Peter and got a clip around the ear for his trouble. His father had asked, “So you
think you could make a better job of it than me, do you?” and glared at his 14 years old
son, from whom he had not expected a reply.
Arthur had always been proud of his skill as a carpenter, one which he had found naturally
for himself, and their home showed the products of his skill. The picture frame for the print
which they had bought on holiday, the lampstand that his wife Jenny used when doing her
sewing in the evenings and, his pride and joy, his small table on which he kept his favourite
books, his tobacco jar and, best of all, his pipes.
His latest creation was a bookcase for Peter which he intended to give him for his birthday,
but about which he was now having second thoughts.
Peter stood silent and resentful with hot stabbings in his chest, which he always got
whenever his father was annoyed with him, though he rarely clouted him as he had done
now.
Jenny came out and said, “What’s the matter?” but neither father nor son let on, so she
went back into the kitchen to go on with dinner preparations.
“Well, what’s wrong with it?”
“The joint there won’t hold, not unless you pack it or use a lot of glue.”
Arthur knew it was the one weak point of his whole creation and had intended to disguise
it, so that it would not show and could be strengthened by a discreet nail pin.
“I did have a bit of bad luck when I was doing that piece, I think the wood was a bit too
hard.”
“It would be alright if you stand it on the ground but it would be no good to hang it – it
would never take the weight.”
Arthur thought, “Right then, I’ll make sure you don’t have it” and turned his back so that
Peter could not see the look on his face. Peter’s birthday came and went and Jenny and
Arthur gave him the hiking boots that he wanted, while the bookcase remained in the shed
where Arthur did his carpentry.
Jenny said, “Don’t forget Arthur, on Tuesday evening we’ve got to go over to the school –
it’s their Open Night. We’ve got to see about those options he can take for his exams – it’s
very important, so no excuses.”
Arthur grumbled to himself and went off to his shed where he could have a quiet smoke.
He had been through the education bit twice before, with the eldest boy Michael, who had
done so well, and with Rose, who had even managed to get into College. And now it was
the turn of Peter, the youngest, but Arthur was finding it hard to show the old interest that
he had done when they first went to find out about Michael.
“You’re not going like that are you? - for goodness sake go up and put on a clean shirt and
your decent tie,” and already Arthur was wishing he was going down to the pub for an
evening pint. But he knew that on this point Jenny was the boss and always had been.
Her schooling had not been very good, as her mother had always been ill and Jenny had lost
a lot of school time helping at home with the household jobs. She was determined that her
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three children should have the best that they could give them, even though it had to be
state education, as there was no spare cash for private schools.
At the Comprehensive School the Open Evening was in full swing. They were given a
ground plan of the school and where they would find the various teachers of the subjects
that Peter was taking. He had given them a list of who they would have to see and Jenny
plumped for the Maths teacher, as this was one of the compulsory subjects. They queued
with the other hopeful parents and at last, it was their turn to see the young teacher, who
looked hardly any older than their son Michael.
“Oh yes, Peter Joseph – let’s see - oh yes – the quiet boy. Well he works away, think he
does his best, couldn’t promise very much.”
Jenny was not pleased and Arthur decided not to make any smart remarks. The English
teacher was even less enthusiastic and thought he found self-expression very difficult. The
French teacher had obviously written him off much earlier in the year and it was only in the
Sciences that their hearts rose a little.
Jenny glowered at her neighbour who greeted her with “Mary looks as if she is going to get
all her ‘O’ Levels – how is Peter doing?”
They had a plastic cup of weak coffee to bolster their spirits and then it was time for
History and Geography - “steady worker, not much insight.” Arthur was all for going home,
but Jenny said there were only two to go - Woodwork and Art.
“Let’s leave Art until last, as I could never stick it myself,” and they went in search of the
woodwork shed which was apart from the main building. Arthur felt his interest perk up as
he smelled the wood shavings and linseed oil and looked at all the oiled and cleaned tools
put neatly away.
Joey Ellison was the longest serving teacher in the school and remembered it when it was
half the present size and the boys were more respectful.
“Ah, Mr and Mrs Joseph - now what are we going to make of this boy of yours?”
Jenny’s heart sank and she wished that they had chosen Art and left it at that.
“Your young Peter is a natural – does he get it from you Mr Joseph?” Arthur was not sure
whether to claim the credit or not.
Jenny glowed as she listened to the old man sing the praises of her youngest son. All the
anxiety of the evening melted away as he told them how much he looked forward to Peter
coming to his lesson, just so as he could watch him.
“I would trust him with the most expensive piece of wood we could buy. The way he looks
at it, feels it, sizes it up and then carefully chooses the tool with which to use his skill on.
It’s uncanny – he listens to my lesson and then puts every word of it into practice – I’ve
never had another pupil like it and I was beginning to doubt if I ever would.”
Jenny sat as if in a trance and remembered her old Grandfather who had made her a little
jewel case which she still treasured.
“I was going to ask you if you would let me give him some extra lessons – no cost to you,
of course – just so that I could just go on watching him for a bit longer.”
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Arthur was not sure how he felt. No one had ever spoken like that about him at School,
or since for that matter, and pride was beginning to fight its way to the surface.
“Perhaps I ought not to show you this, but I don’t think I can resist. He’s been working on
it for weeks now and says he has to finish it for next month.”
“That’s your birthday Arthur, I’ll bet.” and Arthur knew before the old man took them
across the workshop and into the office cum store room. As he showed them the nearly
finished bookcase, both Jenny’s and Arthur’s hands went out to feel the smooth wood
as if they were touching their own son.
“He said something about you keeping your books on a table and that you could do with a
bookshelf.”
It was nearly half ten when they arrived home and the lights were out. Arthur went into the
living room and felt the television set, it was still slightly warm. He went quietly up the
stairs and into Peter’s bedroom where he lay, apparently, fast asleep.
Arthur leaned down and brushed a kiss on his son’s forehead – “Alright old son, I’ll give
you best.”- and decided not to say another word about any bookcase until his birthday.
Tudor Williams

Prestbury WI
On Monday 11th September we welcome Kate Chapman who will be giving us a talk on
Neals Yard Organic Remedies, and how they can be beneficial to us. It should be an
interesting evening.
Visitors are always welcome at our WI meetings. They are held on the second Monday of
each month at 7.15pm in the WI Hall on Prestbury Road.
For further information on WI activities please contact Hilary Brick on 01242 517964.

Other WI news……
On Tuesday 20th June we played Kemerton WI at the YMCA in Tewkesbury. After being
down 23 pins in the first half we won convincingly by 28 pins in the second half!
Some of our members went on a visit to Hotter Shoes in Cheltenham on Tuesday 27th
June. The evening started with a brief talk about Hotter shoes then we were treated to a
selection of light snacks and soft drinks before we looked around the shop and purchased
anything we liked the look of.
A few of our members enjoyed a visit to Gloucester bowling club on 3rd July for a taster day.
They reported that it was a fun day where they also had a chance to mix with other WIs.
Our skittles team enjoyed another evening at the Avenue in Gloucester this time playing
against Cam WI. Both teams played well and we won by 23 pins!
Hilary Brick
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Marle Hill WI
The Ifakara Bakery Project was the subject of our July meeting. Eugene and Margaret
Schellenberg started the charity when the nuns in Ifakara, Tanzania, wanted to build a
bakery to supply the local people with free daily bread. They needed a source of water so
boreholes were created and then a container full of all the necessary equipment was sent
out there. They personally made sure no middlemen were involved and today everything
they need is still supplied directly. The bakery provides free bread for the children, the
local orphanage, Leprosy Centre and hospital, even the old container has been converted
by an ingenious local into a bakery shop. The project has been a great success and has also
provided local employment. The Bishop wanted more bakeries in other areas. Because of
the African weather the crops are sparse and unreliable so the flour is still provided by the
charity allowing the area to survive, nourished by the fresh daily bread. We had invited
members from the rest of the Cleeve Hill Group with whom we enjoyed a buffet supper.
During the month we had a meal at Côte’s, a pamper evening at Neal’s Yard, Croquet and
Bowls Taster Days, an interesting talk on ‘Prehistoric Astronomy and Ritual’ and Craft and
Book Club meetings. Also a day out to Webb’s of Wychbold and a fascinating visit to
Harvington Hall, a house with many hidden ‘priest holes’. Unfortunately we lost our
Skittles match with Bisley WI, it was a good game and we did not disgrace ourselves.
A guided walk around Northleach took the place of our August meeting. Most members
took the bus there and were met at the Prison by John Heathcott, who proved to be a very
interesting and well-informed guide. After lunch at the Sherborne Arms several members
visited the local church before catching the bus home. Three of us went to Denman
College for a preview of a film called ‘Let Me Go’, very moving and thought provoking and
well worth going to see when it is on general release. An evening party at Wendy’s (who
had fallen whilst playing badminton and broken her wrist) was much enjoyed, even though
the inclement weather prevented us from being in the garden.
In September we are looking forward to our trip to the Royal Mint and Cardiff, a visit to
the Friends’ Meeting House in Cirencester, a crochet workshop and the Autumn Council
Meeting where Heather Jacks, winner of the Great British Sewing Bee, will be the main
speaker. Also this month a number of members are venturing abroad and looking forward
to a holiday to the Austrian Lakes.
On 4th September Alysia Cameron-Price will be telling us about the ‘History of Sue Ryder’.
We are meeting at 7.30pm at St Nicolas’ Hall, Swindon Lane, and a warm welcome awaits
anyone who would like to join us for the evening.
Sara Jefferies
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Feeding the Five Thousand – a disciples view

T

NIV Mark 6: 35 – 44

HE STORY of the feeding of the five thousand is a familiar one and
usually the emphasis is on the miracle Jesus performed, but it is
interesting to consider the role of the disciples in this story, and what
we can learn from it.

35

By this time it was late in the day, so his disciples came to him. “This is a remote
place,” they said, “and it’s already very late. 36Send the people away so that they can
go to the surrounding countryside and villages and buy themselves something to eat.”

It had been a long day and the people were getting hungry. The disciples take the
problem to Jesus and then proceed to tell Our Lord what he should do about it!
They don’t get the answer they expected.
The disciples are horrified at the idea that THEY should do something. They plead
that they don’t have the resources, perhaps using the Aramaic equivalent of John
McEnroe’s ‘YOU CANNOT BE SERIOUS!’
Jesus tells them, in effect, to stop moaning about what they haven’t got and to go and
find out what they do have. Jesus takes what they bring to him, blesses it and gives it
back to the disciples to distribute among the people.
38

”How many loaves do you have?” he asked. “Go and see.” When they found out,
they said, “Five—and two fish.” 41Taking the five loaves and the two fish and looking
up to heaven, he gave thanks and broke the loaves. Then he gave them to his
disciples to distribute to the people. He also divided the two fish among them all.
42
They all ate and were satisfied.
Sometimes we are like those first disciples. It is very tempting to bring our problems
to the Lord and then sit back and expect him to solve them. We complain that
people these days don’t come to church, that they are ignorant about Christianity.
We pray ‘Lord teach them to know you.’ Maybe Jesus is saying to us, ‘You teach
them about me.’
In addition, just like the first disciples the temptation is to focus immediately on the
difficulties. We argue we don’t have the resources, that there are so many people in
the parish who don’t know us and we don’t know them! Perhaps Jesus is asking,
‘How many do you know? Go and find out.’

So what resources do we have? We all have friends and neighbours so maybe
we could pluck up the courage to speak to them about our faith or perhaps
invite them to some of the special services such as Harvest Festival, Christmas
or Mothering Sunday.
This is something perhaps we could all think about.
Clare Wyatt
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